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Abstract
The Nearness Of You is an animated 2D graduate thesis film. The entire film, including 
the credits, is 4 minutes 55 seconds long. The production phase went from September 
2016 to May 2017.   
This is a love story about two mannequins. The story takes place in a European looking 
city. The male mannequin meets the female mannequin under a romantic scenario.They 
fall in love as the time pass by. However, in the end, they don’t get to actually end up 
together. As a result,  the male mannequin gets to have a symbolic figure as the female 
mannequin and they spend the rest of their lives happily ever after.
The Nearness Of You is a 2D animation that made out of lots of software, including 
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe After Effects,  Adobe Premiere, TVPaint Animation 11. The 
final output format is 1080P HD with a high-quality stereophonic track. This thesis is a 
combination of challenges, creativity, techniques, and strong personal feelings. 
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Introduction
The Nearness Of You was a love story that takes place in a romantic European looking 
imaginative city. One of the main characters: male mannequin was a goofy but romantic 
wood made craft shop window display. He liked paper folding. To kill boring time in the 
shop window, he took strangers he saw every day on the street as his paper folding 
inspiration. One day, a moving truck arrived. Across the street, there was a new female 
mannequin in a ballet shop. For the male mannequin, it was love at first sight. He made 
a paper fold female mannequin to show his love. They fell in love slowly as time 
passing by. One day, the female mannequin somehow got to step out of the shop 
window. She pulled the male mannequin out and they started to dance on the street. 
Without the constraint of the shop window, they spent romantic time together. However, 
all of a sudden the moving truck took the female mannequin away. It turned out the 
whole romantic getaway was just an illusion in his head. Without being able to keep the 
emotion inside, the male mannequin set on the floor and starts to cry. Cause by the 
trembling, the female mannequin paper man fell down in front of him. He picked the 
paper man up and stared at it affectionately. Finally, he found a way out to have her by 
his side: glued the little paper man on the shop window glass so he would be able to see 
her across the street the whole time even only as a symbol.  
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The Nearness Of You Inspiration
Idea Development
Idea development could be long and tough, but it could also be fun and intriguing. After 
several abandoned ideas, I decided that I wanted to do a love story. 
Love stories are everywhere. I found the love story type could be one of the easiest but 
could also be one of the hardest to tell. On one hand,  it would be easy to find materials 
or references online due to the numerous amount of love stories that have already been 
created. On the other hand, since there are already so many of them, it would be hard to 
produce one that is original and neoteric.
I decided that I want to focus on character-development first, and by knowing the 
character better, the story would hopefully emerge itself later. I started with the bare 
bone of knowing the fact that I definitely don't want to do a regular human love story. 
The animal love story type is also something that I felt not interested in. I wanted to 
have the base of my main characters to be something new and minority. The website 
Pinterest was where I would spend a lot of time to look for visual inspirations and that 
was how I found the right base for my characters: I one day saw a picture of a 
mannequin that is oddly posed in a dusty bookstore on Pinterest, and suddenly I knew 
that this is what I was looking for- an old, rustic, awkward looking traditional 
mannequin to be my main character. 
After have known a general type of the main character, I spontaneously decided to make 
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the other one also as a mannequin since I believed it would make more sense to have 
them in the same species. 
Long distance love story was not what I wanted to tell. On the contrary, I did like the 
idea of keeping both parties close to each other, but still unable to reach the other one. I 
believed in that kind of scenario it would create more entanglement between the two 
characters. A beautiful sad love story like Romeo and Juliet was what I wanted, but less 
sophisticated plots and blood. A sad ending was also something that I felt strongly 
about. I thought it would exacerbate the sadness of the story and thus makes the 
audience to have a stronger reaction towards the film.  
Overall, I wanted this piece to be something that is more on the blue side. Happy ending 
made me felt boring and unique since almost everyone was doing that. I wanted this 
piece to be something that reminds people to think about their lost love, and then miss 
them in a sad beautiful way.
Pre-Visualizing Style
As for the general visual style of this story, I decided to use a bright-colored based 
European looking theme. The reason was I had never tried this kind of approach before 
so I thought it would be a fun challenge. I had also always interested in the look of old 
classic European buildings, and I felt it would be perfect as a setting for a tragic love 
story. Instead of using dark, unsaturated color, I believed a brighter color palette would 
make the film more animation flavored. Another intention of using a bright-colored 
palette was to provide a happy illusion at first in this piece, which could make the sad 
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ending more impactive in the end. 
The Triplets of Belleville,  which was one of the animated films I had watched. I 
believed it would be great to have this piece to be the building/background reference for 
my thesis. Another reference I found was an animated television series that produced by  
Disney called Gravity Falls. I loved the color palette of this series, and I considered it 




Pre-production was the most fun part for me. It was the phase that an animation 
filmmaker can build the world that filled with crazy creatures and incredible 
surroundings. As a professional concept artist, creating an organized reference folder 
was crucial at that stage. 
Therefore, I used my Pinterest account as a media. I did not need to worry about the 
pictures taking space on my laptop nor having management issues in the future. The 
best part was, it would be a valuable resource for me in the future since I will keep 
using use the website a lot after I graduate. Below is a picture of all the folders I had on 
Pinterest. 
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Due to the enormous resource I could reach, making the visual style decision was not as 
easy as I imagined. Between having the right look of the film and challenging myself, I 
also needed to find out whether it is doable within the amount of time we had. 
As a result, I decided on doing several visual tests. On one hand, only by doing it would 
help me figure out the time-consuming problem. On the other hand, my ideal look for 
the film would possibly show itself automatically after several tries. New brushes for 
Photoshop were always something would get me excited during the creation stage, I 
considered it would be a great way to begin the visual test by downloading some new 
brushes. By drawing with new brush strokes, I came out with these general concepts.
At that stage, the story was set up in a little European village. The male mannequin was 
in an old bookshop, and the female mannequin was in a fancy lingerie shop across the 
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street. I would like to have them in different kinds of shops but across the street from 
each other. In that way, it would be perfect to let the main characters set in a limited 
space but yet can still see the other one, so later they could interact back and forth 
easily. Different shop settings for the two main characters would make the picture more 
vibrant and interesting.
The color scheme of the bookstore would be dark brown, yellow and white. I believed 
those color were the kind people usually see in an antique bookstore, represented 
timeworn objects. For female mannequin's lingerie store, it would be pink, white, and 
light blue. The color pink was usually used to indicate a more woman-themed store. The 
color blue and white would be perfect to match the main color and bring out some 
interesting small focal point in the background. 
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The part that I liked about these several designs was they are unique as concept design 
pieces. Sadly, it was also the reason why I did not like them. I felt hard to connect them 
to my story. The vibe these several pieces present was too gloomy and heavy, but what I 
would like to see was elegant and bright. However, I did like the idea of using thin, 
straight lines to build the background look. So I figured I could use the thin line as a 
creation base, and alter the color palette in the future to match the theme.
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Storyboard
Storyboarding was one of the hardest parts for me when creating a film. It was a tricky 
line between tells the story clear and also makes it interesting, so the audience would 
not get bored. 
It took me several times to get storyboards done. After the first version of my 
storyboards,  the ending was not as strong as I thought it would be. Besides the ending 
problem, some shots also seemed unnecessary. There were also some logical problems, 
too. I had tried several different endings, but it was still not perfect. 
Even though I needed to move on to the animatic part due to the tight schedule, I found 
out by using a color marker to indicate the lighting in the storyboards would be very 
helpful for future production. By putting lighting information in the storyboarding 
process would help me have a better understanding of the emotion the shot conveys, 
thus made me rethink about the composition of the shot and also what emotions I 
wanted to express.
Animatic
Unlike storyboarding, an animatic was a format that involves more elements to be 
considered. Except for the composition of a shot, the length of a shot would also be 
considered. With performance, storytelling, and rhythm on the side, this process could 
be long and tortuous. 
For me, the animatic problem was the length of my film. It was already a lot of ups and 
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downs in the story, and also lots of plots needed to be explained. I needed to cut it 
shorter to make it a possible task to finish. However, in order to make the story more 
complete, I introduced lots of new locations in the animatic before I realized the 
problem. Instead of making the story a whole piece, it brought out more questions. My 
brain was dried out by then, and I anchored my hope on the animatic night, hoped that 
other people's suggestions would bring out some new ideas in my head. 
I had received some useful information during the animatic night. Mari Blanchard 
mentioned it would be great to have the female character to have more characteristic 
instead of just being a pretty figure in the story. Some other useful information was also 
received during the animatic night. Nothing major suggestions related to the plots 
though, but some small tips were given through the process. Overall people did like the 
visual style which was a relief because that meant I could keep focusing more on the 
story in the next few weeks. 
Character Design
Through the whole process of character design, there were three major changes. I 
started with the design of the male mannequin. At first, the image of how the male 
mannequin look was very vague. I tried to figure it out by doing sketches on paper and 
create it through software like Photoshop. I had also intended to get the right idea 
through finding references online. As a result, I decided to use the basic form of old 
mannequins from European. The rustic look would be perfect for the old bookstore, plus 
the awkward looking it would also be fun to look at. Another reason why I decided to 
use this kind of mannequin was that, on a certain level, it could also be a representative 
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of outdated and abandoned goods, which would imply the essence of the male 
character-a funny, awkward personality.
 
As for visual presentation, it was going to be simple body structure based, and the color 
would be brown to stand for the wooden texture. There would be small details like nails 
and screws on the male mannequin body, too. In that way, the design would not look too 
plain. After deciding on the big look, the next step would be to figure out what the 
character's face would look like. I had created a lot of different looks, below are some of 
the drawings I had.
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The process of making the decision on which appearance could be the right one was 
long and hard. I came out with the first version of the character design looked like the 
picture below. For the female character, I decided to use the art deco mannequin that 
was made in 1920's as the main reference. The elegant look and fluent hairstyle were 
what I liked, and I believed it would also fit into the story setting perfectly. As for the 
male mannequin, in order to have a strong contrast with the female one, I decided to 
make it a simple wooden skeleton figure. However, with all the right concept idea, I still 
didn't feel strongly connected to these two characters visually. The looks were fine but 
not appealing enough.
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From my previous experience of character design, it was better to have the designer not 
make a decision on one design immediately. Some glitches would appear easily if the 
design would be reviewed from time to time. Learning from that experience, I came out 
with a new version of the two characters. Below is the second version character design. 
It was also the one that I showed during animatic night. 
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I was pretty happy with the second version. It was lively and fun to look at, unlike the 
first version which was too stiff. I believed the color palette looks more harmonious and 
was a lot closer towards the Gravity Falls reference I had. The fluent line work provided 
a smooth flow around the two characters. I also did like their facial expression a lot. The 
male mannequin's wide eye spacing presented a goofy look, the red tip nose also 
provided a cute trait on his face. As for the female mannequin, the uplifted eyes and 
small nose made a perfect combination to indicate a cute but slightly arrogant look. The 
exaggerated puffy red hair of the female mannequin also made the whole figure more 
vibrant.
After the review on animatic night, I created a third version of the female characters. I 
decided to listen to Mari Blanchard's suggestion and put more identification on the 
female character, so I made her a ballet mannequin instead of just a sexy figure. 
I felt by having her as a ballet dancer would provide more interesting interactions 
between the two parties. The special position a ballet dancer portraits would also be fun 
to look at. Plus, the color theme of the female store would also fit into a ballet store 
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quite easily. Below is the final version character design of the female mannequin.
I chose to let the female mannequin keeps the major facial traits, uplifted eyes and a 
small nose. However, instead of just wearing normal clothes, I had her in a ballet dress. 
I simplified the dress and had them in two colors to indicate the change of plots. The 
hairstyle was also changed to a blonde tight bun to fit the ballet dancer theme.
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Environment Design
Since the story took place mostly in both shop windows across the street, I had put my 
attention mostly on designing these two parts. The outside of the store would also be 
considered as a minor focus point. 
I had changed the store that the male mannequin stands into a craft shop. I decided it 
would be great to give the male mannequin some extra skills to make the character more 
complete. I had been to a craft chain store called Jo-Ann to get more inspirations of 
what skills he would be having. Paper folding was my final answer. It was something 
unique, cute but also a little bit nerdy, which fits the feature of the male mannequin 
pretty well. Besides the paper folding materials, there would also be books, yarns, and 
some wrapping papers in the shop window to make the background fun to watch. As for 
the outside of the craft store, I had only put some trees, a door, and a sign on top to 
indicate the attribute of the store. Below is a picture of the craft store I designed.
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For the female mannequin, I decided to put some delicate columns, a giant curtain, a 
crystal chandelier, and some ballet shoes in the shop window. It would be a fancy 
looking place compared to the craft store across the street, which also would be a 
metaphor to indicate the identity difference between these two characters. The color 
theme of the ballet store would be pink and aqua. I believed those two colors would 
bring out the gold and blue on the female mannequin pretty well. I had also made the 
outside look of the ballet store very simple, so the shop window would stand out 
perfectly. Below is a picture of the ballet store I created.
Apart from the main scenes, there would also be several individual locations that need 
to be designed: the street between the two stores, and a park. For the street, I felt a look 
with dense brick-buildings on both sides of the street would fit into the European setting 
pretty well. By having several tall buildings in the further background, audience would 
realize that these two little stores were in a city, which would also make the plots later 
makes more sense. As for the park scene, I had made it a very open space. Snow piles, 
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well-lighted trees, and some street lamps would also be included. It would be the place 
that the two characters spend a lot of romantic time together, so a night-time, quiet, but 
gorgeous looking park was what I was heading for. The design of these two places are 
presented below.
Sound Design
For the music and sound part, I invited Shoghi Hayes to be my composer and Benjamin 
Strack as the sound designer. I had worked with Shoghi before, so there would not be 
many risks. Ben is someone that I had known since the first semester at R.I.T, and he 
was very good at sound design so that was the reason why I connected with him. 
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I had met with Shoghi once shortly after the animatic night. During that short meeting, 
we discussed the rough schedule and what kind of music I wanted for this piece. I 
explained some plots to him as required. It was a short but very efficient meeting. As for 
the sound effect, I had already put some effects that I downloaded online by the time I 
finished my animatic. I decided not to have so many loud sound effects but only quieter 
ones to make the piece less dry. After all, the animation was the more important part to 
me.     
Production
Introduction to Production
The production process of the film started around November 2016. From the previous 
schedule, approximately it was going to take up to six months to finish the production 
part of this film. In this phase, there would be five parts to cover: Character with the 
background; animation; coloring; file management and modification. The most 
challenging part was the animation. I needed to use software that I was not very familiar 
to animate, which meant there would be risk that cannot be controlled. Apart from the 
invisible technique problem I might have, how to bring the characters to life was also 
something that I was nervous about. With doubts and questions, I entered the production 
process.
Character with Background
After I had decided the character design and the background that suits the animation, 
there was another process which was to place the character into the background for each 
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shot. Below is a picture showing what the process looked like.
The reason behind this behavior was to make sure there would be no composition 
problem during the upcoming animation process. This process took almost fifteen days 
to finish. Due to the placement of the camera in this film, there were lots of materials I 
could reuse, which meant it would be much faster than what I expected. In the end, 
there were about fifty folders. In each folder, there were original Photoshop files and 
some exported JPG files with character posed in it. At this point, I started to realize the 
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importance of being organized, and it was also significant to back up files properly. 
After finishing this process, I purchased two portable hard drives to store the files for 
my thesis. Then I moved to the fun and challenging part: animation.
Animation
The general 2D animation would involve these two parts in the animation process: 
keyframes and in-betweens. As an animator, there were also two different ways to 
approach the animation process: finished the film from one shot to another; or finished 
all the keyframes first, and came back later to fill up all the in-betweens.
My thesis chair Brian Larson had listed both pros and cons of these two different ways. 
The advantage of doing the animation from full shot to another was the satisfaction of 
finishing. The disadvantage was the quality of the animation might not be able to 
maintain the same. As for from keyframes to keyframes and in-betweens to in-betweens 
one, the pro was the continuity of the animation, but since the animator would need to 
go through the whole piece over and over again, sometimes it might also be exhausted 
which was the con. I decided on the second one which was to go through the whole 
keyframes first, and then the in-betweens. The reason why I decided to use this method 
was that to maximize my work ratio, this would be the best option. I tended to have a 
very strong inertia effect while doing work, so I believed it would be the best option to 
save time.
The software I used to do animation was Photoshop which was not very suitable for 
animation. Required by most of my thesis committee, I made my mind on using 
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TVPaint as my new animated tool. It took me a while to get used to it which was not a 
surprise. I went to Mari Blanchard for help, and she was superb at it. One of my 
classmates Biying Xu had also helped me a lot on the custom brush setting in TVPaint. 
It turned out later that by having an organized and easy to reach brush window by the 
side would also increase the production efficiency a lot. I had learned the rest of the 
information I needed from TVPaint online. It was a very time-saving and easy way to 
learn a new software, especially while I was having trouble reaching to someone who 
could teach me in person. I was really happy that I switched from Photoshop to TVPaint 
to animate. It was so much faster and more convenient to manage the layers, and also so 
much easier on rendering sequences. Although the lack of brushes in TVPaint was my 
major worries in the first place, it turned out the custom brush setting in TVPaint was 
very powerful, I was able to created the brush I used in Photoshop very easily.   
In The Nearness Of You, the most difficult part of the animation was the dancing and 
ballet movement part. According to the shot list I produced, there was one shot that with 
both characters dancing on the street, and spinning the same time. As they were 
spinning and dancing, they would also be getting closer to the audience, so the 
perspective would also be changing. That was the most difficult shot since it involved 
two characters interacting with each other and rotating the same time. Below is a picture 
of what this shot looks like.
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I did this shot in three steps. The first step I took to complete this shot was by using 
geometry shapes to present the two characters, so I could consider only the perspective 
and movement of the two characters but the details. The second step was to add details 
on the mannequins, things like how they looked, and also the secondary motion of their 
hair and clothes. The final step was outlining. By having these steps separately, it was 
very easy and clear which part went wrong, so I could fix it later instead of fixing the 
shot over and over again without knowing what was the problem.
Coloring
In the process of coloring, there would be four sections to get a shot colored entirely for 
this film: outline cleaning, plain color filling, outline filling, and shadow. 
I had watched many tutorials online to learn the fastest way to get it done. At first, it 
took me about one till three days to color a shot. During a committee meeting, I 
mentioned this problem. One of my thesis committees Mari Blanchard said she would 
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love to help me and showed me some tricks. That meeting brought my coloring speed to 
another level for sure. By the time I was done with the coloring process, there was 
plenty of time left compared to the schedule I made. 
I used to solve all the problems by myself and felt awkward to ask for help from others. 
Through this incident, it made me realize sometimes it would be better to just ask for 
other people's opinion.  
Improvement
Sometimes the production would go faster than expected. In this case, it turned out I did 
have some time to make the improvement. 
I decided to use the extra time on fixing the ending of this animation. Before the 
modification of the film, the story landed on a sad ending. I insisted on making this 
story a tragedy since I would love to have this piece left a very strong impression on the 
audience. Besides, happy ending story was everywhere so it seemed tacky to me. My 
thesis chair Brian Larson disagreed. He mentioned sometimes a happy ending would 
also leave a long-lasting impression on the audience. 
We discussed for a long time. In the end, I changed my mind. I believed by having some 
twists of the plot in the end of the film would be a good option. Besides, I did like some 
of the ideas we brought out during the meeting. Instead of just letting the male 
mannequin lost his love, we changed the plot to let him have her in a different way - a 
paper doll instead. The sadness flavor of the story remained. However, instead of 
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presenting it straightforward, I learned to demonstrate it in a tactful way.
File Management
Finish an animation only by myself was a big challenge. Not only that I needed to do all 
the work, but also needed to manage the files as well. Due to the equipment I used was a 
laptop, I ended up with having limited space. As a result, I decided to delete some files 
temporarily to free some space on the computer. I was also backing up my data 
constantly, so I would not lose them by accident. 
Post-Production
Compositing
In my animation, there was not a lot to do in the compositing part. The only challenge in 
the compositing was the opening shot. It was a long panning shot from top to bottom. 
The purpose of this shot was to establish an overall view of the place where the story 
happens. I used Adobe After Effects to do the compositing. The disadvantage of using 
After Effects as the compositing tool was the disability of instance rendering. After 
Effects could only show me the rendering of a short clip, and it took a long time to 
render. As a result, I needed to export the shot over and over again to check glitches. 
Aside from the hard part, there was also some fun parts while doing compositing. The 
plug-ins in After Effects was always an exciting section to dig in and that was also the 
reason why I kept using it. To have the sunset effect I wanted, I downloaded a plug-in 
called Optical Flares. It was a plug-in that was easy to use and could generate a lot of 
interesting effects to fit the future requirement. Below is a picture of the plug-in.  
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Credits
I used a style that called animated handwriting as the expression of my thesis credit. I 
tended not to make the ending credit too complicated since the focusing point should be 
the animation itself. By using the animated handwriting, it made the credit less plain but 
not too attractive to steal the thunder of the animation and that was also the reason why 
I used it. The inconvenience about this method was it would be tons of work to change 
the words once it was done. Due to the path tracking in After Effects(picture below), 
once the path was done, I would need to redo the tracking entirely if the credit words 
need to be changed. So I was very careful with the final credits to incase they need to be 
changed in the future.   
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Fine Edit
Fine editing was very similar towards the storyboard process in my opinion. It was also 
an exhausted process since the animation needed to be reviewed a lot to get the final 
editing right. I did not watch the exported animation immediately but until the next day. 
The reason behind this behavior was that I might find more mistakes one night after. 
Re-export and Release Formats
Re-export was a critical final process in my animation production line. To save data space 
on my laptop, all the previous clips I used was compressed. My laptop cannot hold all the 
exported uncompressed image sequences, so I needed to put some of it on my hard drive. 
Everything worked out pretty well. No files were missing, nor any weird bugs happened.
Sound and Music
I handed my final lockdown animation to my composer Shoghi Hayes and my sound 
designer Benjamin Strack at late March.
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I had already met with Shoghi once around early October at 2016, we talked about the 
basic idea of the music I wanted. However, I was told later the finish date of the music 
would be on May 6th, which I felt it was too close to the final due date of the film. To 
guarantee everything would be fine, I talked to my sound designer Benjamin to make 
sure he would have enough time to put everything together. Fortunately, he said it was 
going to be ok. 
Shoghi turned in the original score around May 4th. After that, me and Benjamin went 
into the mixdown theater and produced the first version of the soundtrack of my film. 
By having both of us in the same room and listen to the piece would be more efficient. I 
sent the first version of the film to my composer Shoghi to make sure he was happy 
with it, and after he expressed his agreement, I finally can put the soundtrack into the 
software Premiere and export the final version of my film.  
Critiques and Response
The screening of my film overall was positive, I received several comments, and they 
were all very helpful. There were three till four flaws that people noticed, and I felt very 
embarrassing. Those flaws mostly were minor shot issues, but I could have noticed it if 
I showed my film to more people before the screening. Aside from the shot issue, 
everything else worked out really well. The story was very fluent, and the sound design 
team definitely did a great job. I received more compliments and suggestions after the 
screening, and all of them are sincere and critical. Fortunately, I had also received an e-
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Logline: This is a love story about two mannequins. Separated by a road, unable to act 
on their affection, and eventually reunited in a whole new world.
Rationale: The reason why I want to make this film, is because I believe this piece can 
contain a lot of emotions and actions in one short piece. The performances can be sweet 
and relaxing, sad and emotive. In the end, the moment when they finally get back 
together could be a happy ending, offering me plenty of challenges in the lively 
performance. As for why I want to use two mannequins instead of two human beings is 
because the mannequin cannot control themselves, the idea of being restrained by 
reality and body could be an interesting subject to develop, for both the characters and 
story.
The central theme of this piece is to show the persistence of love. The sub-objective is 
even old ugly things can be beautiful, too.
Vision: This is going to be a 2D-animation. Mostly hand-drawn in Photoshop. Different 
types of brushes might be used a lot in this piece. Below are the references I found. The 
character needs to be redesigned. I have not decided which style I will use yet, but I 
would prefer this story to happen in a romantic place or a steampunk world.
Treatment:
In an old, dusty shop window of a general store, stands a male wooden mannequin. He 
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looks lonely. He has dark, cracked, with dry wooden veneer on him. It is autumn; 
sometimes a leaf falls down on the ground. It is quiet. The male mannequin looks out a 
window with a blank, lifeless stare. On his old cracked face, there are two streams of 
water marks down his cheeks.
In a shop window across the street, the owner puts up a beautiful new female 
mannequin, dressed in a long flowing dress and adorned with jewelry. The male 
mannequin is instantly struck by her beauty and shows signs of life. She has radiant 
wax-polished wooden skin, covered with white paint. The bright color on the rest of her 
body is also delightful. Day after day, they keep looking at each other across the street. 
There is nothing he could see but her, nothing he wanted to see but her. They have never 
spoken to each other, but over time they fall in love.
At night, after the shop owner locks up the door, the mannequins would be released 
from their stiff, painful poses and find ways to communicate. They laugh, perform, blow 
kisses to each other, and dance, although they are still separated by windows in reality.
Sometimes the owner of the clothes shop would take off the female mannequin’s clothes 
right in front of the street. Maybe it was his illusion, or maybe it was real, he felt she has 
a flush on her face. He was stuck wearing the same old weird looking clothes day in and 
day out, but he does not care, as long as she is there. 
He liked to see her having different cute clothes on every day. He liked holidays, too. 
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That was when all the people would stop and admire her in her Christmas display. That 
made him feel a little bit better because although he is sad about he could not be next to 
her, he knows she is happy being adored by the holiday crowds.
One day a large moving truck is parked in 
front of the window across the street, 
blocking his view from the display. When 
the truck pulls away, the female mannequin 
is gone. What is left is a ‘going out of 
business’ sign dangling in the window. As 
the year's pass, he becomes more and more 
distraught from losing his true love. By this 
time he is covered in dust, and his clothing 
has become worn and the outdated. By 
looking sad and pathetic, the male mannequin eventually got tossed in the alley on top 
of a pile of trash. His life seems over.
The male mannequin decides to look for the female one after he got dumped in the 
trash. He pretended to be a real dummy in the day time and searched for the female 
mannequin when the night comes. He goes to different countries to find her, but he finds 
nothing in the end. He feels hopeless and sets himself in a pile of trash, waiting for his 
final death to come.
Rummaging through the dumpster just a short while later, an artist finds the mannequin 
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and takes him home. He sets him up in a display at a gallery as part of an installation 
piece. He is bent and twisted with paint splattered across his body, but he is once again 
on display. Just as he begins to process his new reality, a shiny, ivory hand is placed on
his shoulder. He turns his gaze toward it and follows it up an arm to a neck, then a face. 
It is her! The same girl he had fallen in love with! The artist manipulates them into an 
interlocking pose. They are a little unpolished, old and scratched, but now they are 
holding hands. The rest part of their bodies is carefully placed in a fine wooden box in 
front of them. They have become a piece of art. As they are still looking at each other, 
the lights in the gallery slowly go out, the only light left on is the one above them. They 
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Storyboard:
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